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Artemis Gallery has the pleasure to announce the first exhibition, An endless flow, from the italian curator Carlo Sala, with
works from national and international artists.
In recent years, the theme of identity has once again become a field of investigation for many artists and thinkers. At the
same time, is has also become an area of political and ideological clashes between those who see it as an immutable reserve
of socio-cultural values to be used as a means of division, and those who see it as being in constant change, open to a flow of
continuous commingling in the relationship with the other.
The exhibition An Endless flow, which marks the inauguration of the Artemis Gallery in Lisbon, deals with the transitory and
ever-changing character of identity through the work of four European artists: Gil Ferrão, Giuseppe Gonella, Stefan
Milosavljevic and Filippo Minelli.
About:
Artemis Gallery opened in Lisbon, in 2020, and focuses on a broad range of practices within contemporary art, including
painting, drawing, installation, sculpture and video, following several scenes and artistic backgrounds.
Artemis is a Goddess, who since newborn was taking initiatives, she knew exactly what she wanted, she was always very
active, loyal and stable in her beliefs and decisions. Driven by these qualities, our mission is to support emerging and
established artists we believe in and help them to develop their work not only in Lisbon, but internationally, through house
exhibitions, collaborations with other galleries and institutions and participation in art fairs. The artists represent a variety
of techniques and practices to share with the world their ideas, feelings and visions.
We focus on building up and establish personal, constant and reliable partnerships with our artists, clients and art fairs,
since we want to be the bridge that connects the artists with collectors and institutions.
www.artemis-gallery.net/
Avenida João Crisóstomo Nº 65, 1050-126, Lisboa
Press contacts and request for additional information:
info@artemis-gallery.net
Link to Photos of the gallery Place some photos of the works of the artists.

